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Abstract. We consider sequential decision making in the case where a
generative model and a parametric policy are available. Such a framework is naturally tackled with Direct Policy Search, i.e. parametric optimisation over simulations. We propose a simple method that combines
this parametric policy with a more generic neural network, where all
parameters are trained simultaneously. As such, our approach doesn’t
require any computational overhead. We show that the resulting policy
significantly outperforms both the domain specific policies and the neural
network on a unit commitment test problem.
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Introduction

In this paper, we study planning under uncertainty, where only a generative
model of the domain is available. We do not make any assumption on the inner
dynamics of the problem.Instead, we assume that we have some prior knowledge, in the form of handcrafted parametric policies. These policies represent
the existing methods to solve a problem. They can be optimal solutions of a
simplified version of the problem, or simply human experience. The constants in
those parametric policies are replaced by parameters optimised on simulations.
This is Direct Policy Search, also known as Simulation-Based optimisation. More
precisely, this is Direct Policy Search on top of expert policies; of course, Direct
Policy Search can also be applied on top of generic policies such as neural networks or fuzzy rules. As Direct Policy Search rarely provides a gradient and
needs a lot of robustness, it is usually optimized by evolutionary algorithms.
This approach is stable and efficient. It is particularly convenient when an
expert policy is available [5]. However, in that case, it is limited by the structure
of the policy. To combine and exploit existing solvers, portfolios are now a widely
established principle. They are used in combinatorial optimisation [17, 11] and
noisy optimisation [3], including applications to control [10]. In this work, we
propose a simple method for combining parametric policies in a direct policy
search framework. In contrast to portfolios as in [10], our solution not only
selects the best of several policies but also in some cases vastly outperforms each
of them, without computational overhead. We perform experiments on a unit
commitment problem, a kind of power system management problem where the
goal is to optimise the cost of energy production.
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The following sections briefly review discrete time controls methodologies,
surveys methods aimed at combining policies, and presents the concept of orthogonality in portfolios, which will be central in our work.
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Background and notations

With states noted x ∈ X and actions u ∈ U, we assume a generative model
is available, ie. given (x, u), we can sample a resulting state x0 = f (x, u) and
reward r = ρ(x, u, x0 ). f is the transition function and follows an unknown
random distribution (e.g. x0 = f (x, u) depends on some random ω through
x0 = f (x, y, ω)).
A policy π is an object that given a state x, returns an action u. It can
be deterministic or stochastic, a parametric function or a qualitative heuristic.
Note that if the problem is non-Markovian, optimal policies might require to
include the entire history of observation in the state variable x, making methods
sensitive to the size of the state space highly impractical [2].
The objective is to find a policy that maximizes the expected reward over a
finite horizon T . Formally, given an initial state x0 , we try to find the solution
π ∗ to
"
#
X
argmax E
ρ(xt , π(xt ), f (xt , ut ))
(1)
π

t

with xt+1 = f (xt , π(xt )) for 0 ≤ t < T .
2.1

Methodologies based on value functions

To find the optimal policy, the favourite methods in power systems applications
(eg. the management of long term hydroelectricity storage en production), come
from Dynamic programming [4] (DP) which is at the origin of a wide family
of discrete-time control algorithms such as Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming [18], Approximate Dynamic Programming [19], value iteration and a wide
family of reinforcement learning algorithms. Despite their solid theoretical basis,
they are computationally expensive, they cannot directly handle large scale nonMarkovian random processes, and they are usually not anytime algorithms (ie.
they return an incomplete answer if interrupted before termination). Because of
this, they are often less efficient than simpler deterministic approaches [25, 7].
2.2

Direct Policy Search

Another trend in control is Direct Policy Search (DPS), which consists in searching in the policy space directly, without any proxy. This is often done by defining
a set of parametric policies that depend on some parameter vector θ. One needs
to find an optimal θ∗ , so that πθ∗ is a solution to Eq. 1. The search for a good
parameter θ can be done in a noisy optimisation framework, by relying on direct
simulations of candidate policies πθ on the test problem.
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Various algorithms have been proposed, including evolutionary algorithms
with resampling numbers chosen by Bernstein races [13] or by simple resampling
rules [1]. They are often improved by the use of common random numbers [22,
23, 14].
The performance of parametric DPS heavily relies on the choice of the policy
search space, i.e. the chosen class of policies that can be considered as candidates.
Examples include neural networks [5] and fuzzy systems [24], usually optimised
by evolutionary algorithms [21].
We use in this paper a self-adaptive evolution strategy, with anisotropic stepsize [6]. The population size is set to λ = 4N + 4 where
√ N is the number of
parameters, and µ = λ/4. The mutation rate is τ = 1/ 2N . Initial parameters
are randomly drawn with a Gaussian distribution with step size 1 and step-sizes
are independently randomly drawn as the exponential of standard Gaussian
distributions.

3

Meta-policy search

To find an optimum solution, it is of course possible to try each of the policies,
and select the best one. This however implies to run the optimisation process
multiple times. Here, we propose a scheme to combine multiple policies: one is
problem specific under the form of simple heuristics designed using prior knowledge on the domain, and the other one is a generic parametric policy (eg. Neural
Network, Fuzzy rules).
3.1

Combining policies

Combining several policies has been done before, in different ways. A part of
the literature combines policies in the sense that each policy, equipped with
state prediction, handles a part of the state space [9]. Some approach combine
policies based on their Q-functions [16] or by combining the policies themselves
[12]. Another method is to distribute the computational power over a family
of algorithms (similarly to how multi-armed bandits distribute arm pulls) by
combining DPS algorithms [10].
As in [10], we consider a DPS-based approach. More precisely, we consider
several parametric policies, to be optimised by DPS. However, instead of optimising each family separately, and then combining them, we consider a parametric
combination αC1 + (1 − α)C2 where, C1 and C2 are two policies. We then optimise the joint policy. With this, the decision resulting from the joint policy is
the combination of each policy’s output.
More formally, given a current state s, we select the decision:
Ccombination (s)αC1 (s) + (1 − α)C2 (s).

(2)

This makes sense in the case of continuous actions. The number of parameters
to optimise is N1 + N2 + 1, where N1 and N2 are the number of parameters of
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C1 and C2 respectively. We actually
write α as a parametric function ranging
p
from 0 to 1, with α = 12 (1 + β/ β 2 + 1); the parameter β is optimised in R and
initialized at 0.
Our method has the following advantages:
– there is no computational overhead, as all the parameters of the combined
policy are trained at once, without specific training of each independent policy. Most of the computation time is spent in the simulations, not in the
policies themselves. Therefore the computational overhead for a given number of iterations, compared to each of the families separately, is negligible.
– we can outperform all the individual policies, as the global family of functions
contains weighted averages of the original policies and not only the union of
both families of functions.
3.2

Orthogonal policies

[20] pointed out the importance of using “orthogonal” algorithms in a portfolio.
A portfolio containing too many optimisers tends to be unstable. It is then
necessary to choose as few optimisers as possible, while covering as best as
possible the set of all possible solvers. In order to increase the chances of finding
a good solution, what matters is not (only) the number of optimisers in the
portfolio, but how many orthogonal these optimisers are. Optimizers are said to
be “orthogonal” if they are “very” different one to each other.
In the same way, combining many policies, or two policies of the same type
(eg. neural networks) is not optimal. The best strategy would be to choose two
policies as different from one another as possible.

4

Experimental results: combining handcrafted functions
and neural networks

To analyse our method, we designed many individual policies to later combine
them. These include:
– A handcrafted function based on heuristics, designed by human experts.
– Several fuzzy control functions.
– Conformant planning: a sequence of actions, independent of state observations.
– A one layer feedforward neural network with sigmoid activation functions,
such that for a state at time t st , the action at is:
at = W0 + W1 × tanh(W2 × st + W3 )
Where W0 is a bias vector of size the number of actions at each time step,
W1 the activation weights of the neurons in the hidden layer of dimension
kactionsk × kneuronsk, W2 is the weight matrix from the states to the
neurons of dimension kneuronsk × kstatesk, and W3 is a bias vector the size
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of the number of neurons. The total number N of parameters to optimise is
then

N = kstatesk × kneuronsk + kneuronsk
+ kactionsk × kneuronsk + kactionsk
Fuzzy systems and conformant planning are intermediates between expert
handcrafted functions and neural networks:
– They are less specialized than the expert function, which has only 3 parameters and works quite well.
– They are less parameter-free learners than the neural network.
Typically in our experiments the expert function is the best one for small learning
time, and the neural network is the best function asymptotically. Interestingly
however, we will see that our combination not only selects the best among the
neural network and the expert function - it outperforms both.

4.1

Test problems: two types of unit commitment

Our test case is the one provided freely at https://www.lri.fr/~teytaud/
uctest/uctest.html. In the unit commitment problem, the goal is to use available means of storage and production to satisfy a demand in energy over a given
time horizon. We consider the case where energy can be produced from hydroelectric plants for free and from thermal plants at a cost. Energy can be stored
until a certain limit in hydroelectric plants. The goal being to minimise the
costs, we want to use the thermal plants as little as possible, and to maximise
the efficiency of the storage available, while still meeting the demand. Failures
to produce the required demand are heavily penalised.
We study our method on two distinct versions of this problem: a hydroelectric valley (all dams are connected in series), and a random network of dams
avoiding cycles. In both cases, there are five dams, i.e. the state space contains
5 continuous variables. There are 21 time steps. Thermal units complete the
dispatch, ie. they produce the electricity needed to satisfy the demand. In short,
the control problem has 5 input variables, 5 output variables, and 21 time steps.
The dams receive random inflows at each time step, simulating weather conditions. We study two cases: rainy seasons with large inflows, and dry seasons
with small inflows. The noise-free setting corresponds to a case in which we assume that all random processes can be predicted with high accuracy.The noisy
setting represents a more difficult scenario. We need a noisy optimisation algorithm instead of a classical optimisation algorithm. In the noisy case, each fitness
√
evaluation at iteration i of the evolutionary algorithm is averaged over d10 ie
runs in order to mitigate the level of noise [1].
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4.2

Noise free setting

We first present experiments in a simplified noise-free case, ie. the objective
function is deterministic. This means that all random processes are replaced by
a deterministic simplified counterpart. Results are presented in Fig. 1 (hydroelectric valley in the noise-free case; top: large inflows; bottom: small inflows)
and Fig. 2 (hydroelectric network in the noise-free case, same two settings). In
each of these four noise-free cases, the combination is at least as efficient as each
policy separately, and in two cases it outperforms them vastly. Each experiment
is reproduced with various numbers of neurons; 2 or 4 neurons is usually optimal.
4.3

Noisy setting

We now perform experiments with random noise around the mean inflows and
demands. Fig. 3 presents the results in the case of the hydroelectric valley and
Fig. 4 presents the results in the case of the hydroelectric random network (in
both cases, two settings, namely large inflows and small inflows). In each of these
four noisy cases, the combination is at least as efficient as each policy separately,
and in two cases it outperforms them vastly. Each experiment is reproduced with
various numbers of neurons; 2 or 4 neurons is usually optimal.
4.4

Experimental results: others

We also tried to replace the neural network policy by some other parametric
policies such as fuzzy controllers, conformant planning, linear or quadratic controllers. However, none of them could be combined with the expert policy as
efficiently as the neural network could.
Even more interestingly, when we combined two parametric policies, we could
at best approximately get the best of the two (or four in cases of recursive
combinations) but we never outperformed it. Furthermore, there was a clear
delay to reach this selection, which is a result comparable to [10].

5

Conclusions and further works

We proposed a simple tool for combining parametric DPS policies:
– Just one optimisation pass for both policies (though we might consider more
than two parametric policies);
– Usually quickly as good as the best of the considered policies;
– Sometimes much better.
Compared to separate learning, this makes the tool simpler (just one run) and
faster (no separate learning). Compared to algorithm selection methods as [10],
we can outperform both approaches, whereas classical algorithm selection can
only be equivalent to the best of the two methods.
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Fig. 1. Y-axis = reward. X-axis = learning budget. Hydroelectric valley. Noise-free
setting (i.e. all random processes are simplified to their average values). Each subplot
corresponds to a different number of neurons. 4: parametric expert function. .: neural
network. 5: combination. The combination outperforms both separate functions. Top:
large inflows. Bottom: small inflows.
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Fig. 2. Hydroelectric network, noise-free setting. Top: large inflows. Bottom: low inflows. The combination (.) is a clear success in this case as well, though in the latter
case the expert function also performs very well.
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Fig. 3. Noisy setting, hydroelectric valley. Top: large inflow - the combination is excellent. Bottom: small inflows - the combination performs well; it does not always
outperform the best of both solvers, but we point out that just selecting the best of
two controllers takes more time than training them [10].
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Fig. 4. Noisy setting, hydroelectric network. Top: large inflows. Bottom: small inflows.
Results are qualitatively similar to Fig. 3.
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We do not claim that we outperform portfolio methods, or at least not in
all cases. Maybe for combining large numbers of policies our method would fail
compared to portfolio methods. A limitation of our approach is that we can combine various parametric policies, but we can not combine DPS and completely
different methods such as stochastic dual dynamic programming [18] or Monte
Carlo Tree Search [8, 15]. Also, the success of our method was not reproduced
with something else than the combination “expertise + neural networks”; we assume that this is related to the orthogonality (the expert policy is very different
from the generic neural network). Still, the combination was very efficient in a
stable manner, outperforming both methods without additional cost and without sophisticated developments. This was the case for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 neurons, in
all 8 sets of experiments (a deterministic and a stochastic case; a hydroelectric
valley and a hydroelectric random network; and two levels of inflows). Therefore
we consider that our simple combination (Eq. 2) should at least be considered
when combining policies.
Last, we point out a specific property of evolution strategies. In the case where
only one of the policies is relevant, then an optimization algorithm (evolutionary
or not) might quickly find the optimal extreme value for α in Eq. 2. Then,
the variables from the other policy have no impact on the objective function
anymore, due to the weight zero of the corresponding policy. As a consequence,
many variables become pointless, with no impact on the objective function. In
contrast to many optimization algorithms, many evolutionary algorithms are
not impacted by the presence of these pointless variables. Therefore, once α has
been tuned, the evolutionary algorithm might just optimize the parameters of
the relevant policy.
Combining four controllers was briefly considered in this work, without clear
results. We considered combinations of controllers with less orthogonality (fuzzy
systems, conformant planning, linear controllers) and results were far less convincing; whereas for neural networks and handcrafted policies the combination
was already efficient. Extending the method in cases with less orthogonality
might be interesting, as well as validating the fact that orthogonality is crucial.
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